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A-Mab Study Guide 

Study Guide Introduction and Objectives 

 

The Study Guide was developed as a tool to help drive discussions related to the A-Mab Case Study.   

We recognize that within the Case Study itself, there are areas where the concepts behind QbD were 

interpreted and subsequently, implemented in ways that perhaps “pushed the envelope” related to 

whether or not the approach taken would be deemed appropriate.  Similarly, other areas of the Case 

Study are based on assumptions that could be supported with more information and data.  

Not surprisingly, the decision over what approach to take and how far to take it – coupled with what 

conclusions should be supported by data versus assumptions – generated a significant amount of 

interest amongst the CMC-BWG. 

The Study Guide was put together to ensure these discussions were not lost. It represents a 

collection of additional materials, points for discussion, and questions that the CMC-BWG thinks will 

provide a useful substrate for discussion. In fact, many of the questions captured in the Study Guide 

are the same ones that came up as the group debated how best to illustrate the principles of QbD.  

As you review the Case Study, you may find more issues and opportunities that could be discussed. 

Given the Case Study is intended to be a teaching and learning  tool, our goal is to  catalyse the 

debate and dialogue that is needed in order for industry and the regulatory agencies to overcome 

the challenges associated with implementing QbD.   Indeed, it is our hope that these discussions will 

serve to provide the clarity needed for the benefits of QbD to be achieved on a global scale.  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction  

 

Introduction and Learning Objectives 

Goal of the case study is to help readers understand how they can apply Qbd to achieve: 

 A systematic evaluation, understanding and refining of the active ingredient manufacture, the 
formulation, and its manufacturing process 
 

 Use of the enhanced product and process understanding in combination with quality risk 
management to establish an appropriate control strategy which, in this study,, includes a 
proposal for a design space(s) and/or real-time release testing. 
 

 Development of frameworks that drive the approach illustrated within the case study; an 

approach that highlights  and presents concepts related to how QbD can be implemented within 

the biotechnology arena 

 

Questions for Discussion 

The Introduction outlines the framework and approach that the case study will use to exemplify a 

QbD approach to product development. The framework developed is represented in the Figure 1.1 

below: 

Figure 1.1 
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The figure attempts to illustrate a sequence of activities that starts with the design (Note: molecule 

design not included in diagram) of the molecule and spans the development process ultimately 

resulting in the final process and control strategy used for commercial manufacturing.   

 

1. Please comment on the framework established and its ability to generate the goals outlined 

in ICH Q8(R2)?  
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2. How does this framework compare to the current approach typically followed by the 

industry? How responsive would regulatory agencies be to this approach? 

 

3. The diagram highlights a number of sources that influence the criticality assessment. Please 

comment on these sources and whether others should be considered. 

 

a. Do clinical trials need to be specifically designed to understand the impact of 

attributes or is exposure and standard tracking of safety sufficient? Are there 

expectations with numbers of patients and exposure duration? 

b. Should the levels of quality attributes be purposefully manipulated in clinical lots to 

gain experience with exposure? 

 

4. As you read through the case study, comment on the approach taken to link the relevant 

product quality characteristics to the desired clinical performance of the drug. 

 

a. Comment specifically on the ability to leverage prior knowledge to achieve this 

“cornerstone” of Quality by Design. 

b. Comment about how uncertainty of biological effect is addressed.  

c. Discuss the challenges (perceived or real) that industry and agencies  might 

encounter with this approach and how could they be overcome?  

 

5. The case study uses a “Continuum of Criticality” to reflect the rankings of the quality 

attributes that must be monitored and controlled by the manufacturing process.   

 

a. Contrast this approach with the  ICH recommendation of identifying  those quality 

attributes deemed as “Critical”. 

b. Is it clear how the criticality continuum be used to drive risk adjusted understanding 

and control of quality attributes, i.e. higher risk vs. lower risk attributes? 

c. Although the rankings fall along a continuum, a distinction is made between “high 

criticality” and “low criticality” attributes that informs the subsequent risk 

assessments and process development/characterization work.  Is this appropriate 

and if so, what should be the basis for distinguishing “high” from “low” criticality? 

 

 

Figure 1.2 
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6. Figure 1.2 illustrates how risk assessments are applied during the course of development 

process for A-Mab. Prior knowledge is a key component of this framework.  

 

a. Please comment on how risk assessments are currently used to identify the key 

parameters that will impact the development process.  

 

7. Please comment on the use of prior knowledge to identify critical attributes and parameters.  

Highlight concerns that need to be addressed. 

 

8. During the development of the case study, the Team had multiple discussions related to the 

acceptable sources of prior knowledge and how they might be leveraged. Literature? Past 

experience brought over from another company? Knowledge gained from similar products 

developed over the past few years?  

 

a. Please provide your understanding of what prior knowledge is, the typical and 

acceptable source of prior knowledge, and how and when it should be used. 

Highlight any limitations you see in its use.  

b. How should this prior knowledge be documented?  
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Chapter  2:  Design of Molecule and Quality Attributes Assessment 

 
 
Introduction and Learning Objectives 

After reading this section readers should be able to understand the following: 

 How the Target Product Profile was used to drive the development  of A-Mab 

 The design strategy used for the development of the A-Mab molecule 

 The use of prior knowledge to identify the criticality associated with the quality attributes 

 Approaches for developing the criticality continuum that was used to assess criticality  

 The approach taken to link key attributes (via prior knowledge) with clinical relevance 

 The different types of information used in the criticality risk assessment 

 

Questions for Discussion 

 
1) The case study describes how attributes may be assessed based on safety and efficacy.  

While it is recognized that changes in one attribute can lead to changes in others, how can 
multiple interactions between attributes be best addressed? How might the attributes be 
assessed with regard to quality (consistency)? 
 

2) For the case study, a limited set of attributes was chosen to “link across” all of the sections 
of the case study. These attributes were selected to encompass attributes across the 
criticality continuum and were chosen to illustrate different types of information used in the 
criticality risk assessment.  
 

a. Please comment about the attributes chosen to illustrate the concepts of QbDWhat 
would you propose as better candidates and why? 

 
3) The case study presents various example “tools” for assessing criticality of quality attributes. 

Please comment on the “pros” and “cons” of each.  
 

a. What type of justification is expected for these or other similar tools that might be 
proposed by sponsors?  

b. Do you feel that a standard approach must be used or can each company chose a 
path with appropriate justification? 

 
4) Do the risk assessment tools clearly define how attributes are positioned in the criticality 

continuum? Has the link between relative criticality of an attribute and the appropriate 
control strategy been clearly established? 

 
5) Prior knowledge and platform knowledge play a significant factor in ranking the criticality of 

the attributes selected. 
 

a.  Please comment on the approach taken and whether the use of both prior 
knowledge and platform knowledge was sufficient to justify the rankings presented. 
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For example:  “Literature data suggests that Fc glycans do not influence interactions 
with FcRn and consequently are unlikely to impact the PK of A-Mab.” 
 

6) What additional data, if any, would be needed to more clearly justify the rationale for 
determining whether or not an attribute is a CQA?  Please comment on the level of detail 
that should be included in a submission.*  

  

 *The deamidation attribute example in the case study is defined as “moderately  

 detailed.”  A “highly detailed” example would include gels, chromatograms,   

 etc.  “Summary data” would include a table(s) and some narrative). 

 
7) Comment on the challenges associated with managing the prior knowledge needed to assess 

attribute and process criticality.  
 

8) In general, regardless of the tool used, the level of criticality assigned for the attributes was 

consistent. A few exceptions were noted. Comment on the rationale that is provided to 

explain the different criticality classifications and whether these differences might impact 

decisions made during the development process. 

 

9) The CMC-BWG had a significant amount of debate related to whether or not to include both 

ADCC and CDC as part of the mechanism of action. In the end, the Team went with both to 

help justify the criticality ranking for galactosylation. Please comment on whether you think 

the Team could have selected either one over the other. 

 

10) The case study uses prior knowledge and molecular-specific knowledge to establish clinical 

relevance. Much of this prior knowledge is based on in vitro data.  

 

a. What are the limitations of in vitro data? 

b. How much in vivo data should be considered to supplement the information 

provided?  

c. To what extent can animal models be used to supply supporting in vivo data? 

d. Is it feasible to evaluate product quality attributes in human trials? 
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Chapter 3:  Upstream Section 

 

Introduction and Learning Objectives 

The Upstream section focuses on a number of key QbD-related areas: 

 Prior knowledge and platform technologies 

 Risk assessments to identify the process steps (and associated parameters) that impact 

quality 

 Use of statistical experimental designs to understand the relationships between the input 

parameters and quality attributes 

 Development of a scale-independent design space 

 Development of an engineering design space that provides the rationale to include scale in a 

design space 

 Lifecycle Approach to Process Validation that begins during development and continues 

post-launch. Process validation encompasses cumulative knowledge that is built on 

experience gained at multiple scales.  Represents a departure from the traditional 3-batch 

validation approach prior to submission, where the value of commercial-scale runs is based 

on demonstrating validity of Design Space and continued process verification.  

From the information presented, the case study argues that the only step impacting on product 

quality is the production bioreactor.  Detailed experimentation is reported that enables the 

derivation of a design space for this step, and that design space is represented as a mathematical 

model.  

After reading this section readers should be able to understand the following: 

 How platform process and prior knowledge can be used in a risk assessment approach to  
demonstrate that the  seed expansion steps in the A-Mab process have a very low risk of 
impact to product quality.   

 How a systematic evaluation of prior knowledge and A-Mab specific data are used to 
establish a scale-independent design space for the production bioreactor step.  

 How to justify a scale-dependent  “Engineering Design Space” based on the scientific 
understanding of the impact of bioreactor scale and design on culture performance and 
product quality.  

 Use of product and process knowledge to justify scaling-up production bioreactor from 5K L 
to 15K L  commercial scale without  additional clinical studies. 

 Use of a lifecycle approach to process validation to support qualification of Design Space at 
commercial scale, model verification and  continued process verification to provide 
assurance of product quality throughout product lifecycle.  
 

Questions for Discussion 

Overview 

1) The section starts out by listing the approaches that are taken to exemplify key QbD 
elements and how these approaches differ from more traditional approaches. 
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Table 3.1 QbD Compared to “Traditional” Approach for Upstream 
Development 

Quality by Design Approaches 
Exemplified in the A-Mab Upstream 

Process  

“Traditional”  Upstream Process 
Development Approaches 

Thorough process understanding is 
based on prior knowledge and product 
specific experience. 

Process understanding is limited to 
product-specific empirical information 

Establish predictive relationships 
between process parameters and 
product quality attributes using 
statistically designed experiments.  

Acceptable operating conditions 
expressed in terms of a design space 

Some experiments conducted using 
single-variable approaches, potentially 
overlooking parameter interactions. 

Acceptable operating ranges 
expressed as univariate Proven 
Acceptable Ranges 

Systematic process development based 
on risk management tools.  

Process development based on 
established industry precedents. 

Rational approach to establishing a 
control strategy supported by thorough 
process/product understanding. 

Control strategy focuses on critical 
control points and control of critical 
process parameters. 

Control Strategy based on prior 
experience and precedent. 

Product quality controlled primarily by 
end-product testing 

Design space applicable to multiple 
operational scales. Predictability and 
robustness of process performance at 
multiple scales is ensured by defining 
an engineering design space 

Process performance at multiple 
scales is demonstrated through 
empirical experience and end-product 
testing. 

Lifecycle approach to process validation 
which includes continuous process 
verification to demonstrate that 
process remains in state of control. 

Continual improvement enabled 

Use of multivariate () approaches for 
process verification. 

Process validation based on limited 
and defined number of full-scale 
batches. 

Primary focus on corrective action. 

Process performance generally 
monitored using single variable 
approaches 

 
 

As you read the upstream section, consider how the approaches presented in the case study 

contrast with the more traditional approaches.  

 

The reader should keep in mind that the approaches presented here are intended to 

challenge the current paradigms by showing  what  QbD implementation  in biotech could 

look like in the future- i.e. in five years or so.  Based on this, consider the following as you 

read through the document: 
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a. Are there areas and/or issues where the Team could have “pushed the envelope” 

further?   

b. Do you have any concerns about the proposed QbD vision and approaches?  If so, 

what is the basis for the concerns and what additional data or information would be 

required to address them? 

c. What additional data and/or considerations could be added to enhance the 

examples given? 

 

Prior Knowledge, Platform Knowledge, and Risk Assessments 

 
2) The upstream process leverages extensive prior knowledge gained from development of 

previously licensed antibodies (X-Mab, Y-Mab, Z-Mab). This prior knowledge is used to make 
decisions related to: 
 

 Selection of unit operations for the upstream process 

 Process requirements and  controls for the seed expansion steps ( from frozen WCB to 
N-1 Bioreactor) 

 Technical risk assessments  used to guide process development and process 

characterization studies to define a scale-independent Design Space 

 In addition, extensive prior knowledge with bioreactor engineering characterization and 

Mab process experience at multiple scales and configurations  is  leveraged to establish 

a scientific basis to understand the impact of scale on product quality and cell culture 

performance.  

 

a. Do you have concerns about the approaches presented on the use of prior 

knowledge?   

b. What other specific types of prior knowledge or additional data would you also like 

to see included to justify the decisions made? 

 

 Stage  1 and 2: Seed Expansion Process 

 

Table 3.2 Risk Assessment Results 

Seed Culture Steps 
Product 

Accumulation 
Risk of Impact to 
Product Quality 

Seed expansion in  spinner or 
shake flasks 

Negligible Low 

Seed expansion in  wave bag 
bioreactor 

Negligible Low 

Seed expansion  in fixed 
bioreactor 

Negligible Low 
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3) Risk analysis  (See Table 3.2) based on cumulative process understanding gained from prior 
knowledge and process characterization studies  show that the A-Mab seed expansion steps 
from vial thaw through N-1 seed bioreactor do not impact product quality.  

 
a) The A-Mab example does not address potential risk factors associated with raw 

materials and medium preparation. In a  real case scenario these would need to be 
considered. Based on your experience, what raw material considerations would 
need to be included in the seed-expansion risk analysis?  

b) Do you have concerns about leveraging prior knowledge with othe Mabs that use 
the same host cell line/expression system, same medium composition, and process  
conditions to support the conclusion that the A-Mab seed expansion steps pose little 
risk of  impact on product quality?  What additional data/information would you like 
to see included in this risk assessment.   

c) Do you think there are aspects of the seed expansion process that are product (or 
cell-line) specific and thus require  process development /characterization studies? 

d) Can you envision a future state where extensive prior /platform knowledge can 
provide sufficient justification to obviate the need for development studies for the 
seed expansion process?  
  

4) Based on the risk assessment for A-Mab it was determined that  seed expansion steps do not 
impact product quality and thus do not need to be included in the definition of design space.  
Assurance of process consistency is provided by operation within established process limits 
and controlled through batch procedures. 
 

a. Does the scientific rationale and risk assessment approach presented in this section 
justifies the exclusion of seed expansion from the design space?  

b. Do you have any concerns with this approach?  If so, what additional information 
would you like to see included? 
 
 

Stage 3: Production Bioreactor   

 

5) The case study describes how prior knowledge from other Mabs, A-Mab process 

development data, and process characterization study results are used in sequential risk 

assessments to provide and enhanced process understanding.  

 

a.  Is the data and information presented sufficiently clear to support the conclusions –

e.g. risk assessment conclusions, classification of process parameters? 

b. What additional information would you like to see included? 

 
6) The definition of the “scale-independent” design space for the production bioreactor 

leverages data (DOEs) at the 2L scale and information from a small number of batches at 
large scale. The approach is based on the premise that the design space is based on scale-
independent process parameters and thus applicable to all scales of operation.  Scale-
dependent parameters are considered through the “engineering” design space. 
 

a.  Are the data and approach presented sufficient to support the conclusion that the 
design space is scale-independent and thus valid at commercial scale?  If not, what 
additional data and considerations should be included to support this approach? 
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b. How much large scale data is required to demonstrate that the design space is valid 
at large scale? 
 

7) The multivariate model approach used for qualification of the scale-down model  is based on 
data from another Mab and a commitment to build a similar model with A-Mab data when 
sufficient large scale batch information becomes available (a minimum of  approx. 40 
batches is required).  
 

a. Do you have any concerns about this approach?  
b. How could the qualification of the small scale model be enhanced? 

 
 

8) The design space is defined as a set of equations , with a graphical representation also 

provided.  

 

a. Is this representation sufficiently clear?  Is there sufficient evidence to support the 

validity of the equations, and if not, what would you expect to see?  

b. Are there other more transparent approaches that could be used to communicate 

the design space without losing any portion of the operating space.  

c. Would you expect to have the equations in the submission or maintained in the 

Quality system and available for inspection as needed? 

 

9) The case study presents a high level overview of one possible approach to implement the 

design space into routine manufacturing.  

 

a. What considerations and information would you like to see in the approach to 

implement/translate the design space in routine manufacturing? 

b. What information and data would be required to provide assurance of operation 

within the design space and control space? 

c. What other approaches can be used to implement design space in routine 

manufacturing? Is it necessary to use sophisticated computer models and controls 

or can you envision a simpler implementation approach? 

 

10) Engineering considerations were used to justify an engineering design space based on 

knowledge about bioreactor performance characteristics.  These considerations were used 

to develop an Engineering design space that would allow scale to be included in the overall 

design space. This approach has a strong foundation in cell culture principles, bioreactor 

design and engineering principles, and prior knowledge of large-scale operations. 

 

a. Do the science and engineering arguments presented support the concept of 

engineering design space? Is this concept consistent with the definition of Design 

Space in ICH Q8(R2)?  

b. How should this concept presented in a submission and how could it help to support 

equipment and scale changes throughout the product lifecycle?  
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c. Was the data and engineering considerations presented here sufficient to define the 

limits of the Engineering design space? What additional data and information would 

you like to see included?  

d. What kind or information packages should be available by the applicant to provide a 

level of assurance that the Engineering design space is well characterized, robust 

and predictable. Should this information be included in the submission(s) or 

available for inspection?    

e. Would this approach minimize the requirements for product 

characterization/comparability studies? What concerns would you have? 

f. Is there a need for special training for the regulators to be able to evaluate this type 

of approach in submissions? If so, what are the training needs? 

g. Can you envision a future state where this kind of approach eliminates the need for 

data at commercial scale prior to file submission?  

 

Life-Cycle Approach to Process Validation 

 

11) Case study uses DOE and Characterization studies (see Section 3.10) to understand the 

impact of variation of process parameters on product quality. The authors conclude that 

data at the 2 L scale down model and 5K clinical manufacturing scale provided assurance 

that the commercial process is robust and consistently delivers product with the right 

quality. This conclusion is confirmed by process performance results and characterization of 

product made in two(2) commercial scale (15K L) batches that demonstrated process and 

product comparability. 

 

a. Does the science and technical evidence presented support the conclusion? 

b. What concerns do you have about this approach? What additional data and or 

information would you like to see included in an actual submission to support this 

approach? 

 

12) Table 3.2 summarizes the batch history for A-Mab.  As the table shows, A-Mab produced at  

commercial scale was not included in clinical studies.  The validity of this approach 

generated a significant amount of debate within the CMC-BWG, and some members felt that 

clinical  experience prior to launch should include product  manufactured at commercial 

scale. Ultimately, the team decided that this approach is justified based on the enhanced 

product & process understanding available for A-Mab and the assurance of consistent  

product quality when the process is operated within the  “scale-independent” and 

“engineering” design spaces for the production bioreactor.  

 

a. Do you agree that the science, engineering and enhanced product & process 

understanding presented support this approach?  

 

b. Do you have any concerns about the approach? If so, what additional data or 

information would you like to see included? 
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c. Based on your experience, what other risks and considerations should be considered 

in this approach? 

 

Table 3.3 A-Mab Batch History with Upstream Process Changes 

Process Scale 
Number of 
Batches 

Disposition 

Process 1 
Steps 1 to 4: Platform Process 

N-1 Seed: 100 L  
Prod BioRx: 500 L 

2 Supply pre-clinical studies 

Process 1 
N-1 Seed: 200 L 

Prod BioRx:  1,000 L 
3 

Supply clinical and pre-clinical studies and  provide 
product/process understanding. 

Generate  Reference Std RS-PR1 

Process 2 
Steps  1 and 4 : Platform Process 
Step 2: Platform Process up to N-2 
Optimized platform for N-1 
Step 3: Optimized Platform 

N-1 Seed: 1,000 L 
Prod BioRx: 5,000 L 

5 
Supply pivotal clinical studies and confirm end-to-

end process performance. 
Generate  Reference Std RS-PR2 

Process 2 
N-1 Seed:  3,000 L 

Prod BioRx: 15,000 L 
2 

Build commercial launch supplies. 
Confirm design space and Control Strategy at 

commercial scale 
Generate  Reference Std RS-MF1 

 
13) The continued process validation approach presented here considers process performance 

qualification (PQ) separately from the validation aspects of the facility, equipment and 
utilities. This is based on the assumption that the commercial manufacturing facility used for 
A-Mab production has already been demonstrated to be capable of supporting similar Mab 
processes and operating in a consistent state of compliance.    

 
a. Do you have any concerns about the proposed approach? What additional 

considerations would you like to have included to justify this proposal?  
 

b. How can the envelope for this proposal be pushed even further? For example, can 

performance qualification information for the upstream process be limited only to 

the production bioreactor? 

 

14) The case study moves away from the traditional (often 3-batch) process validation approach 

and instead proposes to use  2 initial batches at commercial scale (15K L)  to confirm the 

design space and to layout the approach for a continued process verification approach via a 

multivariate statistical model.   

 

a. The proposed approach is presented at a very high level. What specific information 
and data would you like to see included in this continued process verification 
approach? 

b. Should there be specific commitments and acceptance criteria included in the 
submission to support the continued process verification approach? 
 

15) The case study describes an anticipated change post launch that involves further scale-up 

from 15K-L to 25K-L bioreactors.  The case study proposes that this change is supported by 

the following conclusion:   
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Operation at 25K-L  is within the  defined engineering and scale-independent design spaces. 

This is supported by science and engineering considerations that demonstrate that there is a  

high degree of assurance that operation at this scale would result in comparable process 

performance and meet expected product quality. 

 

a. Does the science and technical arguments presented support the conclusion? 

b. What concerns do you have about the proposed change? 

c. What additional information would you like to see in an actual submission to justify 

this approach? 

 

16) The case study also describes how based on the engineering design space, if needed, a post-

launch change could be made to a different bioreactor (scale and design – provided 

assessments were conducted to confirm the new bioreactor’s characteristics fell within the 

engineering design space. 

 

a. Does the science and technical arguments presented support the conclusion? 

b. What concerns do you have about the proposed change? 

c. What additional information would you like to see in an actual submission to justify 

this approach? 

 

Statistical Analysis 
 
17) The case study includes several advanced statistical approaches that are used to establish 

models for the design space, define the limits of the design space, qualification of scale-
down models, and continued process verification.  

 
a. What additional training and outreach would need to be provided to other industry 

partners and regulators to adopt and implement these advanced statistical analysis 

approaches? 

18) A Bayesian statistical approach is used to define the limits of the production bioreactor 
design space to provide a high degree of assurance that the product quality attribute limits 
are met.  
 

a. Are there other equivalent approaches to incorporate process/assay variability in 
the determination of the limits of the design space?  

b. Is it necessary to use a statistical approach to establish the limits of the design space 
or do you think that a simpler approach (e.g. overlapping of multiple mean 
responses) is sufficient? 

 
Potential Post-Launch Process Changes that are not included in the case study: 

 

19) During the course of discussions, a number of potential post-launch process changes were 

identified to help “test” the design space concept but ultimately where not included in the 

case study, mainly due to document size considerations.  A summary of these potential post-

launch changes is included below to provide a substrate for additional discussions: 
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a. One potential change revolved around making a cell line switch.  How can QbD 

approaches be applied to support a change in cell line without requiring additional 

clinical studies? What product characterization and process information would be 

required to support this change?  

b. Another change considered was a change in medium composition and/or feeding 

regime to support continuous process improvements (e.g. to increase product 

yields).  How can QbD approaches be applied to support such changes in medium 

and/or feeds without requiring additional clinical studies? What product 

characterization and process information would be required to support these 

changes?  

Other 

20)  The case study introduces the concepts of well controlled critical process parameters (WC-

CPPs). The concept is introduced to recognize that many parameters have a low risk of 

falling outside the design space but that this risk depends on facility and equipment-specific 

control capabilities. This is particularly important since there is still a wide mis-interpretation 

that a variable that is well controlled is no longer critical.  

 

a. Is the concept of a WC-CPP helpful? Are there other ways of addressing this issue? 

b. Should CPPs and WCPPs treated differently in the Quality System? 

 
21) Discuss what you think should be reported to an Agency versus what is not reported (but 

managed internally to ensure control). – For example, although KPPs have acceptance limits 

they would be managed within the  Quality System. 
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Chapter 4:  Downstream Section 

 

Introduction and Learning Objectives 

 
The downstream section builds on the upstream information, and key here is the understanding and 
separation of the quality variables that are impacted uniquely by downstream unit operations.   The 
downstream process illustrates and leverages prior knowledge gained from platform technologies 
with a proven performance history. 
 
After reading this section, readers should understand the following: 
 

 How the uses of prior knowledge to guide process characterization studies, removed the 
need for optimization studies, and helped support a proposal for a design space.  
 

 How prior knowledge influenced the “modular approach” applied towards viral clearance 
 

 Impact of taking a holistic approach towards development – specifically, anticipating and 
understanding work being down by upstream counterparts and how efforts impacted the 
downstream development activities  
 

 The rationale used to justify two post-launch process changes 
 
 
Questions for Discussion 
 
Prior Knowledge  
 
 

1) The Downstream Team relied on prior knowledge to develop an initial risk assessment to 

identify which downstream process steps potentially impact product quality. See Table 4.1 

below: 

Table 4.1 Quality Attributes Potentially Affected by the A-Mab 
Downstream Unit Operations 

Quality Attributes Risk of Impact to Product Quality Attribute 
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Table 4.1 Quality Attributes Potentially Affected by the A-Mab 
Downstream Unit Operations 

Quality Attributes Risk of Impact to Product Quality Attribute 
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Color        

Clarity        

Oligosaccharide Profile        

Charge Variants        

pH        

Osmolality        

Residual HCP        

Residual Protein A        

Residual DNA        

Residual Methotrexate        

Bioburden        

Endotoxin        

Viral Safety        

  

 Because prior knowledge demonstrated that glycosylation variants (e.g. galactosylation  and 

 fucosylation) are minimally impacted by downstream processing, the decision was made to 

 not include glycosylation variants in the testing for characterization studies. 

a. Do you agree with this conclusion?  

b. What additional considerations including preceding regulatory guidances need  to be 

considered before leveraging prior knowledge to make this claim? 

c. Are there industry challenges that also need to be considered? 

 

2) Prior knowledge is used extensively in the downstream section. One area it is used is to 

justify a modular approach towards viral clearance.  (Contrasts with approach laid out in 

“FDA Points to Consider in the Manufacture and Testing of Monoclonal Antibody Products 

for Human Use” (1997) 

 

a. Does the case study do a good job of justifying the use of prior knowledge to move 

forward with this approach? 
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b. From a regulatory standpoint, would you be comfortable with this approach if 

incorporated into a submission? 

3) Prior knowledge was heavily leveraged to assist in the risk analyses to design multifactor 

DoE experiments and relate process parameters to CQA.  The results of the DoE were then 

discussed and the parameters classified as CPP, WC-CPP, KPP and GPP.    

a. Were the risk analyses and subsequent experimental designs appropriate for the 
processing steps?  

b. Was the logic used for the classification of the parameters clear?    
 
4) Consider the impact of assay variability on impurity clearance. When close to safety limit, 

what additional studies need to be performed to address the uncertainty in the assay result?  
 

Step Linkage:    

5) A chromatography step linkage model was derived from the independent DoE studies that 

assumed there were no interactions of parameters from different steps.  

a) Is the model adequately explained and is it clear how the model would be used in 

practice to define control ranges?   

b) Is a 99.5% prediction interval too conservative?  

c) Models for HCP removal in the individual steps were linked together without explicitly 

addressing any effect of changes in distribution of HCP species from step to step.  Would 

additional studies need to be done to demonstrate the validity of the linkage model if 

making a change within the design space? 

 

Note that we have included the embedded Excel spreadsheet for readers to explore the step linkage 

with focus on HCP. 

 

Step Linkage Model 
for Downstream Process.xlsm

 

Design Space 
 

6) Platform knowledge is used to define the Design Space at the low pH Incubation Step. Please 

comment. 

 

7) Do worst-case combinations of all unit operations’ Design Spaces need to predict an 

acceptable product quality, or can setting appropriate control spaces and potentially using 

in-process testing be used to limit the extremes? 

 
For example, two options are given for design spaces and control of the Protein A step. A 
third option (Option C) could be to use Control Space Limits plus In-Process Testing. See 
Figure 4.2 below: 
 
Figure 4.2 


Combined Model for HCP 



																Contour Plot of Predicted Values for HCP
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HCP Output 

HCP output	Pro-A	CEX	AEX	11870	202.46469063737507	87.151690603833885	

HCP Out







3-D Graphic with Pred Int



																Contour Plot of Predicted Values for HCP
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						3.10		44		43		42		41		40		39		38		37		36		35		34		33		32		31		30		29		29		28		27		26		25				bc2		CEX Load Wash Cond.		0.032		3		0

						2.85		41		40		39		38		37		36		35		34		33		32		31		30		29		28		28		27		26		25		25		24		23

						2.60		38		37		36		35		34		33		32		31		30		29		28		28		27		26		25		25		24		23		23		22		21				bc12		CEX PL*LWC		-0.007		90

						2.35		35		34		33		32		31		30		29		28		28		27		26		25		25		24		23		23		22		21		21		20		19

						2.10		32		31		30		29		28		28		27		26		25		25		24		23		23		22		21		21		20		19		19		18		18

						1.85		29		28		28		27		26		25		25		24		23		23		22		21		21		20		19		19		18		18		17		17		16

						1.60		27		26		25		25		24		23		23		22		21		21		20		19		19		18		18		17		17		16		16		15		15				ba0		AEX Intercept		5.4

								7.20		7.23		7.26		7.29		7.32		7.35		7.38		7.41		7.44		7.47		7.50		7.53		7.56		7.59		7.62		7.65		7.68		7.71		7.74		7.77		7.80				ba1		AEX Q-Load pH		-1.1		7.2		0

																				Q Load pH

																																																				ba2		AEX Eq Wash Buff Cond		0.4		5.6		40

								7.20		7.23		7.26		7.29		7.32		7.35		7.38		7.41		7.44		7.47		7.50		7.53		7.56		7.59		7.62		7.65		7.68		7.71		7.74		7.77		7.80

						5.60		129		126		124		121		119		117		114		112		110		107		105		103		101		99		96		94		92		90		88		86		84

						5.35		121		119		117		114		112		110		107		105		103		101		98		96		94		92		90		88		86		84		82		80		78

						5.10		114		112		110		107		105		103		101		98		96		94		92		90		88		86		84		82		80		78		76		74		72				Step		HCP output

						4.85		107		105		103		101		98		96		94		92		90		88		86		84		82		80		78		76		74		72		71		69		67				Pro-A		11870

		Equilibration				4.60		100		98		96		94		92		90		88		86		84		82		80		78		76		74		72		70		69		67		65		64		62				CEX		202

		Wash				4.35		94		92		90		88		86		84		82		80		78		76		74		72		70		69		67		65		64		62		60		59		57				AEX		87

		Buffer				4.10		88		86		84		82		80		78		76		74		72		70		69		67		65		64		62		60		59		57		56		54		53

		Conductivity				3.85		82		80		78		76		74		72		70		69		67		65		63		62		60		59		57		56		54		53		51		50		49

						3.60		76		74		72		70		69		67		65		63		62		60		59		57		56		54		53		51		50		48		47		46		45

						3.35		70		68		67		65		63		62		60		59		57		56		54		53		51		50		48		47		46		45		43		42		41

						3.10		65		63		62		60		59		57		55		54		53		51		50		48		47		46		45		43		42		41		40		39		38

						2.85		60		58		57		55		54		53		51		50		48		47		46		44		43		42		41		40		39		38		36		35		34

						2.60		55		54		52		51		50		48		47		46		44		43		42		41		40		39		37		36		35		34		33		32		31

						2.35		51		50		48		47		46		44		43		42		41		40		39		37		36		35		34		33		32		31		31		30		29

						2.10		47		46		44		43		42		41		40		38		37		36		35		34		33		32		31		30		30		29		28		27		26

						1.85		43		42		41		40		38		37		36		35		34		33		32		31		30		30		29		28		27		26		25		25		24

						1.60		40		38		37		36		35		34		33		32		31		30		30		29		28		27		26		25		25		24		23		23		22

								7.20		7.23		7.26		7.29		7.32		7.35		7.38		7.41		7.44		7.47		7.50		7.53		7.56		7.59		7.62		7.65		7.68		7.71		7.74		7.77		7.80

																				Q Load pH















																																																						alpha		0.995

																																																						z		2.5758												X						(X'X)

																																																						h(y1) =  x'(X'X)-1x		0.1776315789								1		1		1		1				19		0		0

																																																						+1 for pred interval		1.1776315789								2		1		-1		1				0		16		0

																																																						s1		400								3		1		1		-1				0		0		16

																																																						Var(y1) =  s1^2 * (1 + x'(X'X)-1x)		188421.052631579		(variance of HCP in ng/mg)						4		1		-1		-1

																																																						h(y2) =  x'(X'X)-1x		0.1109068627								5		1		1		1				(X'X)-1

																																																						+1 for pred interval		1.1109068627								6		1		-1		1				0.0526315789		0		0

																																																						s2		0.15								7		1		1		-1				0		0.0625		0

																																																						Var(y2) =  s2^2 * (1 + x'(X'X)-1x)		0.0249954044		(variance of proportion p2)						8		1		-1		-1				0		0		0.0625

																																																						h(y3) =  x'(X'X)-1x		0.1776315789								9		1		1		1

																																																						+1 for pred interval		1.1776315789								10		1		-1		1						x'

																																																						s3		0.15								11		1		1		-1				Pro-A		1		1		-1

																																																						Var(y3) =  s3^2 * (1 + x'(X'X)-1x)		0.0264967105		(variance of proportion p3)						12		1		-1		-1						x'(X'X)-1

																																																																13		1		1		1						0.0526315789		0.0625		-0.0625

																																																						(y1)^2		140896900								14		1		-1		1						x'(X'X)-1x

																																																																15		1		1		-1						0.1776315789

																																																						(1+exp(y2))^2		1.0350067692								16		1		-1		-1

																																																																17		1		0		0						x'

																																																						(1+exp(y3))^2		3.0827765468								18		1		0		0				AEX		1		-1		1

																																																																19		1		0		0						x'(X'X)-1

																																																						var(y1)/(y1^2)		0.0013372974																				0.0526315789		-0.0625		0.0625

																																																																												x'(X'X)-1x

																																																						var(y2)/(1+exp(y2))^2		0.0241499912																				0.1776315789



																																																						var(y3)/(1+exp(y3))^2		0.0085950798



																																																								0.0340823684



																																																																1		1		1		1		1				48		0		0		0

																																																																2		1		-1		1		-1				0		34		0		0

																																																																3		1		1		-1		-1				0		0		34		0

																																																																4		1		-1		-1		1				0		0		0		32

																																																																5		1		1		1		1

																																																																6		1		-1		1		-1

																																																																7		1		1		-1		-1				0.0208333333		0		0		0

																																																																8		1		-1		-1		1				0		0.0294117647		0		0

																																																																9		1		1		1		1				0		0		0.0294117647		0

																																																																10		1		-1		1		-1				0		0		0		0.03125

																																																																11		1		1		-1		-1

																																																																12		1		-1		-1		1

																																																																13		1		1		1		1				CEX operating conditions

																																																																14		1		-1		1		-1				1		1		-1		-1

																																																																15		1		1		-1		-1

																																																																16		1		-1		-1		1				0.0208333333		0.0294117647		-0.0294117647		-0.03125

																																																																17		1		1		1		1

																																																																18		1		-1		1		-1				0.1109068627

																																																																19		1		1		-1		-1

																																																																20		1		-1		-1		1

																																																																21		1		1		1		1

																																																																22		1		-1		1		-1

																																																																23		1		1		-1		-1

																																																																24		1		-1		-1		1

																																																																25		1		1		1		1

																																																																26		1		-1		1		-1

																																																																27		1		1		-1		-1

																																																																28		1		-1		-1		1

																																																																29		1		1		1		1

																																																																30		1		-1		1		-1

																																																																31		1		1		-1		-1

																																																																32		1		-1		-1		1

																																																																33		1		-1		0		0

																																																																34		1		1		0		0

																																																																35		1		0		-1		0

																																																																36		1		0		1		0

																																																																37		1		0		0		0

																																																																38		1		0		0		0

																																																																39		1		0		0		0

																																																																40		1		0		0		0

																																																																41		1		0		0		0

																																																																42		1		0		0		0

																																																																43		1		0		0		0

																																																																44		1		0		0		0

																																																																45		1		0		0		0

																																																																46		1		0		0		0

																																																																47		1		0		0		0

																																																																48		1		0		0		0









#REF!	1	







HCP Output 

HCP output	Pro-A	CEX	AEX	11870	202.46469063737507	87.151690603833885	

HCP Out





HCP with Prediction Interval

5.60	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	128.59531978719522	126.18412006374953	123.78523963084513	121.39987995294717	119.02921435793431	116.67438586990906	114.33650517206551	112.01664870645236	109.71585691649736	107.4351326371727	105.17543963668389	102.93770131256061	100.72279954403973	98.531573701653059	96.364819813988447	94.223289890675659	92.107691399775121	90.018686896925431	87.956893802829498	85.922884324946011	83.917185518597506	5.35	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	121.32781986559232	118.95761754743114	116.60328647842367	114.26593633136596	111.94664248252698	109.64644425858071	107.36634333131104	105.10730226394213	102.87024321194319	100.65604678016562	98.465551037199816	96.299550686888267	94.158796396021458	92.043994276368309	89.955805518372671	87.894846173073944	85.861687078095912	83.856853922900001	81.880827447907905	79.934043771580647	78.016894839084145	5.10	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	114.19538407404667	111.87665379649104	109.57705005847346	107.29757336725453	105.03918507988408	102.80280610872097	100.58931578332636	98.399550869588296	96.234304745987004	94.094326735997996	91.980321594762586	89.892949147330157	87.832824075008631	85.800515845647567	83.796548783029664	81.821402269961041	79.875511079129126	77.95926582535094	76.073013532445898	74.217058307655321	72.391662116277075	4.85	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	107.22882277121714	104.97108810958179	102.73539002679466	100.52260657622604	98.333573220305354	96.169082011537427	94.029880929611878	91.91667337271042	89.830117800292214	87.770827523869869	85.739370641582852	83.73627011172232	81.762003959782703	79.81700561309404	77.901664356644616	76.016325903318943	74.161293071461529	72.33682656243387	70.543145830643539	68.780430038407602	67.048819087947876	4.60	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	100.45591918153201	98.267618110800385	96.103882503754733	93.965458995831966	91.853049627926467	89.767311493715113	87.708856534855826	85.678251479845684	83.676017921675182	81.70263252883457	79.758527383715617	77.844090442002241	75.959666106266369	74.10555590667073	72.282019281439119	70.48927444956928	68.72749936814634	66.996832766556182	65.297375249892468	63.629190463901445	61.992306313903498	4.35	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	93.901060953589038	91.789450378086968	89.704530244016979	87.646911123126614	85.617158374342353	83.615792225547978	81.643287988541033	79.700076401197222	77.786544090423689	75.903034149105096	74.049846819939731	72.227240278815685	70.435431510200473	68.674597266897607	66.944875106470249	65.246364496625219	63.57912798190327	61.943192404121007	60.338550169150807	58.765160552809789	57.222951038845096	4.10	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	87.584991303804173	85.556091338940931	83.555593035962715	81.583970350289221	79.641652675705799	77.7290253108728	75.84643003961645	73.994165817890377	72.172489560051716	70.381617016919193	68.621723737967315	66.892946109952121	65.195382464265336	63.529094245363659	61.894107232723073	60.290412808909373	58.71796926654082	57.176703147140515	55.666510605124472	54.187258790451196	52.738787243756732	3.85	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	81.524679625429087	79.583256217371257	77.671534112277286	75.789853785546384	73.938512907110123	72.117767130601408	70.327830974074558	68.56887878462922	66.841045779232033	65.144429154032778	63.479089254526976	61.845050799015006	60.242304147956517	58.670806612001073	57.130483791700129	55.62123094215454	54.142914356130873	52.695372759483149	51.278418713033076	49.891840015399282	48.535401101607668	3.60	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	75.733305394605239	73.882888094151483	72.063072995885108	70.274073385982646	68.516062410125187	66.789174116509031	65.093504567117392	63.429113009608429	61.796023102273345	60.194224184667057	58.623672586701304	57.084292969209514	55.575979689247696	54.098598183672635	52.651986364843353	51.235956022609905	49.850294227088128	48.494764727066361	47.169109339240585	45.873049323832291	44.606286742499087	3.35	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	70.22034425692641	68.463274617664808	66.737331123951179	65.042608704679012	63.379165510794508	61.74702414174687	60.146172917389137	58.576567188126575	57.038130676329054	55.530756842278485	54.05431026820392	52.608628054257437	51.19352122060571	49.808776110146418	48.454155786705861	47.129401423925209	45.8342336803994	44.568354056992263	43.331446232603895	42.123177375019814	40.94319942381312	3.10	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	64.99174156784737	63.329246758242576	61.698053916656562	60.098150344444221	58.529490413736681	56.991996909694855	55.485562397098164	54.010050604830191	52.56529782212408	51.151114300751409	49.767285657676133	48.413574273038265	47.089720678687002	45.79544493283764	44.530447976786505	43.294412969971482	42.087006600016231	40.907880364742994	39.756671823471081	38.63300581524539	37.536495641950715	2.85	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	60.050156464126985	58.48244226096562	56.945891665918651	55.440396349534851	53.965819188634981	52.521995662821084	51.108735256758266	49.72582286276068	48.373020178557695	47.050067095468876	45.756683072576109	44.49256849283455	43.257405997422786	42.050861794980307	40.87258694272721	39.722218596793851	38.599381229413233	37.503687810943475	36.434740954985116	35.392134025145673	34.375452202272754	2.60	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	55.395258695393487	53.921616014679756	52.478721570705588	51.066384082317995	49.68438771846531	48.332493495741033	47.010440666197653	45.717948091028944	44.454715596074642	43.220425305456345	42.014742950006067	40.837319147490142	39.687790651967639	38.565781569945408	37.470904541306069	36.402761883283318	35.360946696043982	34.345043928708463	33.354631404894469	32.389280807109692	31.448558619540798	2.35	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	51.024060771102668	49.642980217836602	48.291994217048035	46.970841382784045	45.679239979595451	44.416889277431238	43.183470884557941	41.97865005517577	40.802076968744885	39.653387978369864	38.532206825915956	37.438145821840962	36.370806988026871	35.329783162178927	34.314659062631705	33.325012312654771	32.360414423589717	31.420431736374475	30.504626321216207	29.612556835366583	28.743779339126689	2.10	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	46.93126923712272	45.640558729659837	44.379089527814983	43.146542725200618	41.942583100560157	40.766860396193984	39.619010565368278	38.498656986390159	37.405411641342297	36.338876257769037	35.298643411891966	34.284297592200517	33.29541622251876	32.331570643886963	31.392327054820051	30.477247409710955	29.585890275336823	28.717811645602808	27.872565714815451	27.049705609924192	26.248784082297398	1.85	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	43.10964081784465	41.90654207621813	40.731669419529304	39.584658402321018	38.46513204042482	37.372701988596582	36.306969681056316	35.26752743351858	34.253959505567295	33.265843122482622	32.302749455866916	31.364244562637168	30.4498902821584	29.559245091481564	28.691864918825509	27.847303915600094	27.025115187412105	26.224851484625844	25.446065853165042	24.688312246345728	23.951146098618242	1.60	7.2	7.23	7.26	7.29	7.32	7.35	7.38	7.41	7.44	7.47	7.5	7.53	7.56	7.59	7.62	7.65	7.68	7.71	7.74	7.77	7.8000000000000096	39.550331478576545	38.43163197706788	37.340016852382554	36.275087246428313	35.236435215388362	34.223644790879362	33.23629300053814	32.27395084739139	31.336184247582111	30.4225549262326	29.532621271414627	28.665939146369666	27.82206266028204	27.000544898050009	26.200938609631077	25.422796859651008	24.665673638068768	23.929124432779439	23.212706765113222	22.515980689255329	21.838509256665713	pH
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																																																						alpha		0.995

																																																						z		2.5758												X						(X'X)

																																																						h(y1) =  x'(X'X)-1x		0.1776315789								1		1		1		1				19		0		0

																																																						+1 for pred interval		1.1776315789								2		1		-1		1				0		16		0

																																																						s1		400								3		1		1		-1				0		0		16

																																																						Var(y1) =  s1^2 * (1 + x'(X'X)-1x)		188421.052631579		(variance of HCP in ng/mg)						4		1		-1		-1

																																																						h(y2) =  x'(X'X)-1x		0.1109068627								5		1		1		1				(X'X)-1

																																																						+1 for pred interval		1.1109068627								6		1		-1		1				0.0526315789		0		0

																																																						s2		0.15								7		1		1		-1				0		0.0625		0

																																																						Var(y2) =  s2^2 * (1 + x'(X'X)-1x)		0.0249954044		(variance of proportion p2)						8		1		-1		-1				0		0		0.0625

																																																						h(y3) =  x'(X'X)-1x		0.0530656067								9		1		1		1

																																																						+1 for pred interval		1.0530656067								10		1		-1		1						x'

																																																						s3		0.15								11		1		1		-1				Pro-A		1		1		-1

																																																						Var(y3) =  s3^2 * (1 + x'(X'X)-1x)		0.0236939762		(variance of proportion p3)						12		1		-1		-1						x'(X'X)-1

																																																																13		1		1		1						0.0526315789		0.0625		-0.0625

																																																						(y1)^2		140896900								14		1		-1		1						x'(X'X)-1x

																																																																15		1		1		-1						0.1776315789

																																																						(1+exp(y2))^2		1.0350067692								16		1		-1		-1

																																																																17		1		0		0						x'

																																																						(1+exp(y3))^2		1.5370743321								18		1		0		0				AEX		1		-0.0666666667		-0.05

																																																																19		1		0		0						x'(X'X)-1

																																																						var(y1)/(y1^2)		0.0013372974																				0.0526315789		-0.0041666667		-0.003125

																																																																												x'(X'X)-1x

																																																						var(y2)/(1+exp(y2))^2		0.0241499912																				0.0530656067



																																																						var(y3)/(1+exp(y3))^2		0.0154149839



																																																								0.0409022725



																																																																1		1		1		1		1				48		0		0		0

																																																																2		1		-1		1		-1				0		34		0		0

																																																																3		1		1		-1		-1				0		0		34		0

																																																																4		1		-1		-1		1				0		0		0		32

																																																																5		1		1		1		1

																																																																6		1		-1		1		-1

																																																																7		1		1		-1		-1				0.0208333333		0		0		0

																																																																8		1		-1		-1		1				0		0.0294117647		0		0

																																																																9		1		1		1		1				0		0		0.0294117647		0

																																																																10		1		-1		1		-1				0		0		0		0.03125

																																																																11		1		1		-1		-1

																																																																12		1		-1		-1		1

																																																																13		1		1		1		1				CEX operating conditions

																																																																14		1		-1		1		-1				1		1		-1		-1

																																																																15		1		1		-1		-1

																																																																16		1		-1		-1		1				0.0208333333		0.0294117647		-0.0294117647		-0.03125

																																																																17		1		1		1		1

																																																																18		1		-1		1		-1				0.1109068627

																																																																19		1		1		-1		-1

																																																																20		1		-1		-1		1

																																																																21		1		1		1		1

																																																																22		1		-1		1		-1

																																																																23		1		1		-1		-1

																																																																24		1		-1		-1		1

																																																																25		1		1		1		1

																																																																26		1		-1		1		-1

																																																																27		1		1		-1		-1

																																																																28		1		-1		-1		1

																																																																29		1		1		1		1

																																																																30		1		-1		1		-1

																																																																31		1		1		-1		-1

																																																																32		1		-1		-1		1

																																																																33		1		-1		0		0

																																																																34		1		1		0		0

																																																																35		1		0		-1		0

																																																																36		1		0		1		0
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																																																																47		1		0		0		0

																																																																48		1		0		0		0
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HCP failure
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a. Please comment on the pros and cons of each option. 

b. Is Option C a valid approach? Discuss how it might be utilised. 

 
8) The Team had a significant amount of debate over whether a model should be used to 

define the design space for certain parameters. In the end, the decision was made to use the 

model to help identify “worse case scenarios” and for potential process improvements by 

looking at the purification process as a whole. 

 

a. Would you have used a model to design the design space?  

b. Do you agree with the Team’s decision? If not, what advice would you provide to 

help justify the use of a model to define the design space? 

 

 

9) In the Case Study, a linkage model (see Section 4.2) linking all three purifications steps (AEX 

and CEX) is developed as an approach to develop and define the overall design space for the 

downstream process.  

 

a. Please discuss the pros and cons of this approach and its implications for production. 

 

Viral Clearance:   

10) The viral clearance studies leveraged a significant amount of in-house data to make modular 

claims.  

a) What elements in a data package for low pH inactivation are needed to make a modular 

claim for viral clearance with an IgG1?  Can it be used for other isotypes like IgG4? 

b) In the case of the AEX change from column to membrane, how similar does the viral 

clearance between the resin and the membrane have to be to claim process 

comparability?  Within one log? Or, if the clearance by the membrane is less than that of 

the resin, can it be considered to be within the Design Space (from a viral clearance 

standpoint) if the overall process safety factor remains at 6 logs or greater? 
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c) In the case of small virus retentive filter validation, can an appropriately sized phage be 

used in place of mammalian viruses?  Alternatively, could MMV studies be used without 

data from other viruses to claim clearance of X-MuLV and other larger viruses?  

Scale 
 

11) For scale down models in general, the sources of variability will differ from those in 

manufacturing.  How should/could this be addressed? 

12) What is an acceptable defect rate from our small-scale models to assure a robust design 
space at scale? 

 
Changes Proposed 
 

13) Anticipating a post-launch change between vendors of Protein A, studies were conducted to 

demonstrate comparability between the two sources of Protein A.  

 

a. Based on the approach and data provided in the case study, do you feel this change 

could be made post launch? Please comment on the reporting requirements that 

would be needed. 

b. If not, what is missing? 

 

14) Another post launch change was the proposal to replace the anion exchange resin with a 

membrane format. 

 

a. Was the appropriate rationale provided in the Case Study to justify this change? 

b. If not, what regulatory implications were not addressed (or could be addressed 

better) to insure the change would be accepted?  

 
OTHER – Testing Strategy 
 
 

15) Case Study leveraged the extensive process characterization data with other Mabs that were 

developed to support elimination of AEX and CEX resin re-use studies for A-Mab.  

 

a. What additional data would be needed to justify the use of this pre-existing 

knowledge in eliminating or reducing the amount of data for re-use studies? 
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Chapter 5:  Drug Product Section 

 

Introduction and Learning Objectives 

Drug product section demonstrates a number of examples where the principles of QbD can be 

applied. This includes: 

 Prior knowledge: 

 

o The formulation composition is based on an existing formulation that has served 

other antibodies and no further optimization was done for A-Mab 

o process development  is based on prior knowledge from other antibodies  

 

 Design Space and Scale: 

 

o The design space for the compounding step is based on scale-independent process 

parameters and thus is applicable to all scales of operation 

o A risk-based approach and the use of DoE to create an engineering design space for 

filling pumps 

Questions for Discussion 

16) A subset of Table 5.1 (see below) summarizes the elements of QbD that are exemplified in 

this case study versus the traditional approaches to drug product development. 

 

Table 5.1 

Quality by Design Approaches Exemplified in 
the A-Mab Drug Product  

Traditional Drug Product Development 
Approaches 

Leverage of a previous formulation design 
space where platform composition and 
conditions have proven history. For A-Mab, 
only verification is needed through limited DoE 
studies 

No leveraging of class knowledge or platform 
formulation design space. A-Mab is treated as 1st 
in class. Extensive DoEs and wide ranging studies   

Extensive use of prior knowledge of unit 
operations, supported by both multi-variate or 
univariate risk-based verification  

Prior knowledge used and both multi-variate and 
univariate experiments conducted, but without 
formal risk-based assessment 

Process development leverages platform 
knowledge through systematic application of 
risk management tools.  

Process development based on established 
industry precedents. 
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Quality by Design Approaches Exemplified in 
the A-Mab Drug Product  

Traditional Drug Product Development 
Approaches 

Rational approach to establishing a control 
strategy supported by thorough 
process/product understanding. 

Control strategy focuses on critical control 
points and control of critical process 
parameters. 

Control Strategy based on prior experience and 
precedent. 

Product quality controlled primarily by end-
product testing 

 

a. Please comment on these QbD-related concepts and their discussion in this section: 

what are the strengths and weaknesses, the opportunities and challenges? 

b. Does the Case Study do a better job exemplifying some specific aspects over others? 

If so, which ones? 

c. Do you agree that the approaches taken represent processes and an approach that 

is much different from what is being practiced in the Industry today? 

d. From a regulatory perspective, which of these approaches present the most difficult 

challenges and/or greatest opportunities? 

 

17) A risk analysis was used to establish which variables and unit operations were likely to have 

the greatest impact on product quality. This initial risk assessment is shown in the table 5.2 

below: 

 

Table 5.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Variables and Unit Operations 

 

DP CQAs Formulation 

Composition 

Compounding Sterile 

Filtration 

Filling and 

stoppering 

Aggregate 
High High High High 

Sub-visible 
particles 

High High High High 

Visible particles High High High High 

Fucose content Low Low Low Low 

Galactosylation 
(%G1 + %G2) 

Low Low Low Low 

HCP Low Low Low Low 
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 Note – while Fucose content, Galacosylation and HCP are all drug substance CQAs, they 

 were demonstrated to be under control coming out of the drug substance manufacturing 

 processes. 

a. Given these attributes were CQAs in the drug substance process, are you 

comfortable relying on prior knowledge to make the claim that these same 

attributes “will not affected by the drug product manufacturing process.”? 

 

18) Prior experience gained from the formulation and drug product process development of 

previous commercial monoclonal antibody products was leveraged in the case study. This 

was used to justify conducting only limited essential studies to verify formulation and 

process design space. 

Using aggregation as the example CQA: 

a. Was sufficient information provided to support the use of prior knowledge from X-

mAb, Y-mAb and Z-mAb to allow the more limited exercise/study to identify critical 

formulation and process parameters for A-mAb? 

b. What other information or data, if any, would be needed to allow the knowledge 

and experience from the other monoclonal antibodies to be used to support only 

verification of formulation and process design space for A-mAb? 

c. For studies not conducted for A-mAb design space, what kind of information, and 

how much should be provided to justify eliminating the studies, and justify the focus 

of the studies executed? 

d. Is our approach to apply only a very limited set of multivariate data for design space 

verification based on significant experience across the previous monoclonal 

antibodies substantiated? 

 

19) Data obtained at 50 L scale was used to predict operating conditions at 500 L and 1500 L 

scales. 

 

a. Please comment on the manufacturing and regulatory needs that should be 

considered before larger-scale operating conditions are predicted based on small-

scale studies. 

b. What is an acceptable defect rate from our small-scale models to assure a robust 

design space at scale? 

c. Are there weaknesses in the rationale used to justify this approach? If so, how could 

it be improved? 

d. How or must we demonstrate that a model works at manufacturing scale?   

 

20) The design space proposed for A-Mab was based on prior knowledge of other molecules 

that have been developed.   In the case study, it turns out the design space defined for A-

Mab is identical to the equivalent design spaces approved for X-Mab, Y-Mab and Z-Mab. 
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a. What are the characteristics that would allow the use of prior knowledge to define 

the design space for the drug product? 

21) In our case study, we treated sterile filtration as a standardized unit operation. A platform 

sterile filtration process was developed from a detailed QbD-style study using X-mAb, Y-mAb 

and Z-mAb.  The platform was then leveraged as the basis to only conduct a limited study for 

A-mAb sterile filtration. 

a. Were the data provided to establish the sterile filtration process platform the type 

and amount that would justify the limited study performed for A-mAb? 

b. What is the best structure and format to submit the platform data package 

associated with A-mAb? 
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Chapter 6:  Control Strategy Section 

 

Learning Objective 

The Control Strategy for A-Mab integrates input material controls, procedural controls, process 

parameter controls, in-process testing, release testing, characterization and/or comparability testing 

and process monitoring to provide a high degree of assurance that the acceptable ranges for the 

relevant CQAs are maintained. 

The main learning objectives of this section are to understand: 

 The overall approach towards developing a Control Strategy based on risk and process 
understanding. 

 The decision logic used to evaluate criticality and subsequent categorization of process 
parameters. 

 How risk is used to align the level of testing and controls that are applied to ensure the 
defined CQAs are being met with the current process capabilities.  

 The leveraging of product and process understanding to reduce the number of tests included 
in the drug substance and drug product specification that would typically be included.  

 The case study approach towards continuous process monitoring and how it was used to 
verify that the Control Strategy is performing as expected and remains appropriate. 

 
 
Questions for Discussion 

 
22) The final assessment of criticality for process parameters was performed according to the 

decision logic outlined in Figure 6.1 “Final Categorization of Input Process Parameters for A-

Mab Control Strategy”. (See below): 

 

Figure 6.1 
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This model was used to drive the criticality for process parameters across the Case Study. 

 

a. Please comment on the model in general?  What are the advantages and 

disadvantages of a “four category” model versus three or two categories? 

b. Should the ability to measure a Quality Attribute, whether real time, in-process, or 

lot release, influence the criticality rating for process parameters that impact that 

attribute? 

c. How different is this approach compared to what is typically being done in the 

Industry?  

d. How well does this model align with the current ICH views on categorizing process 

parameters? 

 

23) For the purposes of this case study, the continuum of process parameter criticality was 

divided according to Figure 6.2 below: 

 Figure 6.2 

  

 The categorization of process parameters and their relationship to CQAs generated a 

 significant amount of debate as the Case Study was being developed. 

a. Is the distinction between a “capable” and “non-capabable” process clear? Is is 

acceptable to have a “non-capable” process? 

b. Please provide your thoughts on this framework. Are there other models that 

would more appropriate for differentiating between CPPs, WC-CPPS, and KPPs? 

  

24) Please comment on the following: KPPs and GPPs are also described for each development 

step but because these parameters do not result in any practical impact on the product’s 

critical quality attributes, they are not included in the design space and not considered 

regulatory commitments.  

a. Do you agree with not including KPPs and GPPs in the design space? How should 
these parameters be handled in the QMS? 

 

25) The Case Study notes that “to properly categorize process parameters and accurately assess 

the significance and effect of the variability of a parameter on CQAs depends on size of the 

characterized process space (ie, Knowledge Space).   
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a. Are you comfortable with this assertion? Are there alternative approaches? 

 

26) The QbD approach provides a rational and science based approach to linking the product 

specification to clinical relevance.  This differs greatly from the current practice of setting 

numerical acceptance limits based solely on clinical trial experience and/or process 

capability and assay performance considerations. 

 

a. Agree with this approach? 

b. Should the acceptance criteria be updated in line with process capability? 

c. What is the impact on any design spaces if specification attributes and 

acceptance criteria are changed during the development lifecycle, or during the 

assessment phase? 

 

27) Figure 6.3 (see below) provides a summary of the process control points and associated 

parameter categorization and testing strategy for the A-Mab drug substance and drug 

product.  Note that only a limited number of product quality attributes were considered in 

the case study. 

 

 Figure 6.3 
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Aggregate Yes Form Removal

Risk to 

form Removal Removal

Risk to 

form

Risk to 

form LR

Deamidated isoforms No Form

Oligosaccharide Yes Form PM

CHO HCP Yes Form Removal Removal Removal Removal PM

DNA No Form Removal None

Protein A No Form Removal Removal None

Viral safety Yes

Inactiva-

tion

Clear-

ance

Clear-

ance

Bioreactor 

IPC

CPP IPC In-process control testing

WC-CPP LR Lot release

KPP PM Process monitoring

GPP

Process-related Impurities

Where CPPs and KPPs are present in the same operation, coloring highlights the highest level of 

control required.

Operation includes a KPP impacting a process attribute

Operation includes a parameter(s) that must be tightly controlled to achieve CQAs

Operation includes a WC-CPP affecting a quality attribute

Operation includes no parameters with significant impact on QA or PA

 

a. The use of process parameter controls rather than reliance on end product testing is 

emphasized in the control strategy. Is the case made appropriately for the reduction 

of end product testing for release? What are the implications for stability? 

 

28) Discuss the approach taken to link material attributes and process parameters to product 

CQAs. Was prior knowledge used and applied in a manner that justified the approach and 

subsequent conclusions that were made?   

 

29) Product and process understanding was used in the case study to define the overall control 

strategy which is composed of several different types of control elements.  The enhanced 

product and process understanding was further leveraged to reduce the number of tests 

included in the drug substance and drug product specification that would typically be 

included.   
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a) Is it clear that all attributes are considered and become a part of the control strategy (lot 
release, in-process controls, parameter controls, etc.)?  How might it be more clearly 
communicated that less critical attributes are not ignored? 

b) What concerns do you have with utilizing in-process testing versus end product testing 

for selected attributes?  If there are no concerns with the approach, what are the 

compliance expectations? 

c) Is the case made appropriately for the reduction of end product testing using process 

parameter controls?  

 

30) The case study proposes the concept of “continuous process verification”. Where are the 

weaknesses and opportunities? 

 

31) Do current quality management systems within manufacturers’ operations need to evolve to 

enable the control strategy to be implemented?  

 

32) In the case study, specification acceptance criteria are based on clinical relevance to ensure 

safety and efficacy (i.e, linked to design space) and not process experience (or prior 

precedent).  Consequently, changes to specifications during the development lifecycle would 

reflect improved understanding of the relationship between product and clinical relevance 

not process capability. 

 

a) What concerns do you have with this approach to managing specification 

acceptance criteria? 

b) What additional data and level of detail would be required to justify the 

rationale? 

 

33) The case study does not address ‘edge of failure’.  What is the value of determining an edge 

of failure?  

 

a) For example, if it can be demonstrated that any edge of failure is well removed from the 

normal operating range of a process parameter, does that influence the categorization 

(i.e., CPP versus KPP)? 

 

34)  The control strategy includes the drug substance and drug product specifications.  

 

a) Does the approach taken to define specifications reflect your understanding of the 

Q6B guidance?  

b) What concerns do you have with utilizing in-process testing versus end product 

testing approaches? 

 

35) How should stability be viewed in the context of developing a control strategy or should 

stability be considered more a component of continuous process verification? 
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36) The approach to routine stability testing leverages the enhanced product and process 

knowledge afforded by QbD.  As implied in the specification tables, only a limited number of 

quality attributes would be tested as part of the stability commitment. 

 

a) What concerns do you have with testing a limited number of attributes on stability? 

b) How should stability be viewed in the context of developing a control strategy? 

 

37) The concept of process monitoring is introduced in the control strategy for selected quality 

attributes (e.g., oligosaccharide measurement).  Testing is conducted and the results 

compared to criteria established to demonstrate consistency.  Based on data trends, testing 

frequency may be changed or discontinued.  What concerns do you have with this testing 

concept? 

 

38) In the context of comparability do you agree that the enhanced product and process 

knowledge afforded by QbD provides greater flexibility in the design and conduct of such 

studies (i.e., types and level of testing along with acceptance criteria). 

 

39) Is the concept of “adaptive” process monitoring (i.e. changing testing frequency) based on 

historical results clear and justified? 

 

40) Is multivariate process control a critical element of continuous verification? 
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Chapter 7:  Regulatory Strategy Section 

 

Introduction and Learning Objectives 

The regulatory section is provided to stimulate discussion about how the knowledge and data 

exemplified in this case study can be used to create risk-based regulatory strategies for product 

licensure, and management of changes to the manufacturing process. Approaches are presented to 

demonstrate how regulatory strategies can be used to drive: 

 Identifying and understanding link between CQAs, process parameters, and the associated 

regulatory commitments that will need to be met and maintained throughout the lifecycle of 

the product 

 The definition of the design space using development data  from small scale lots up to 

commercial scale lots  

 The management of changes to the manufacturing process within and outside of the design 

space 

 Understand when it is appropriate for a firm’s internal Quality System to handle a change 

without the need for regulatory notification 

 Rationale for using risk assessments in the determination of the types of data necessary to 

qualify a change and the proposed level of regulatory oversight.  

 

 

Questions for Discussion 

 

Proposition #1: Gaining an enhanced understanding of product attributes 

 

1) Please comment on the following: In QbD applications, acceptance criteria for specifications are 

established based on a rigorous CQA analysis and should not change unless significant new data 

related to clinical outcomes became available. 

 

2) Please comment on the case study’s ability to justify tying product’s specifications throughout 

the lifecycle to clinical relevance (using all available data). (Rather than on the traditional 

approach of basing adjustments on statistical analysis of manufacturing performance at target 

process conditions.) .  

 

a. What role does process capability and its assessment have in the determination of 

acceptance criteria? 

b. Are there any situations where it is appropriate for criteria to change based on process 

capability? 
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Proposition #2: Regulatory Impact of CPPs and Design Space in Filings 

 

3) Comment on the approach described where regulatory commitments are based on CPPs and 

WC-CPPs however; KPPs and GPPs are handled by the firm’s internal Quality System.  

 

a. Is this a reasonable distinction given the available data? 
b. What are the implications for industry and regulators? 
c. How can you present the process description and the design space and clearly establish 

the plans for future control of CPPs, KPPs and GPPs using the information in the case 
study?  

d. Are we agreed the CPPs/W-CPPs comprise the design space? 

e. What level of detail would be expected in a submission for KPPs and GPPs as compared 
to CPPs.   

f. Has the case study clearly differentiated between types of changes and provided 
realistic assessment plans? 
 

4) An understanding of the overall process development history incorporating risk assessments 

and process design decisions is important in the overall evaluation and justification of the 

product and process controls with regard to a regulatory submission.  

 

To that end, an important consideration is the amount of data that is required in order to 

understand the process development and risk assessment summaries. This might include data to 

justify: logic applied, risk assessments conducted, tools used, etc. 

 

a. The amount of data to include in the case study was a constant source of debate. What 

are the pros and cons of some of the data presentations in the case study with respect 

to the utility of the information, decision making using the data, summary information 

versus detailed experimental results, and data needed for submission versus inspection? 

 

 

 

Proposition #3: Process Qualification and Validation 

 

5) The Upstream section uses continuous process validation to monitor batches in the commercial 

arena and was used to justify not following a more traditional approach”.   The number of 

batches required was determined based on risk and dependent on the amount of process 

understanding available. 

 

a. Please comment on this approach – specifically, allowing commercial scale lots 

produced at any time during development.  
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6) Has the small scale data and the links to prior knowledge in the Case Study, addressed concerns 

that design spaces were not confirmed at scale or at the edges of the ranges? 

 

Proposition #4: Quality Systems versus Regulatory Commitments  

 

7) Consider case where in production there is a move within the design space to increase yield, 

which raises impurity levels, but still within specification acceptance criteria. How is this viewed 

from a quality system and regulatory notification perspective? 

 

 

8) How should operating parameters which are not included in design space (i.e. KPPs, CPPs,) be 

managed in the QMS, including change control? 

 

9) Consider case where in production there is a move within the design space to increase yield, 

which raises impurity levels, but still within specification acceptance criteria – what does this 

look like from a quality system and regulatory notification perspective? 

 

Assessment of Risk and Continuum of Process Change 

 

10) As with the designation of CQAs and CPPs, process change risk could also occur on a continuum, 

and as a result, regulatory oversight should be tied to that continuum. Risk-based change 

management in a systematic way is enabled by the categorization of attributes and process 

parameters appropriately (See Figure 7.1 below). 

Figure 7.1 

 

 
 

The proposed change would be evaluated for its impact on the originally defined design space, 

and the outputs for the specific unit operation.  The assertion is made that the degree of 

regulatory oversight should be proportionate to the risk. 

 

a) Are the approaches in the figure and table (below) appropriate under a QbD 

application?  
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b) Protocols were proposed to change the Protein A resin and to change from AEX resin to 

an AEX membrane.  

  Are the protocols sufficient to allow change based on the in-house quality 

system?  

  If, as a result of the change, there were a statistically significant change to a 

CQA, but it was still within the specification and readily controlled, is the 

resulting drug substance still considered acceptably comparable?   

c) In the context of comparability and continuous improvement, do you agree that the 

enhanced product and process knowledge afforded by QbD provides greater flexibility 

in the design and conduct of such studies (i.e., types and level of testing along with 

acceptance criteria, expectations for reporting)? See Table 7.1 below 

 

Process Qualification and Validation 

 

11. Continuous process validation to monitor batches in the commercial arena was discussed in 

the upstream discussion. Please comment on whether there are any differences when this 

approach is applied downstream and/or to drug product. 
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Table 7.1 Potential Regulatory Pathways for Risk-Based Approaches to Change Management 

Risk Continuum A =Low B C D E F = High 

INPUTS 

Raw Material/ 
Technology 

Equipment/ Site/ Scale 

Like for 
Like 

Minor 
Change 

New Material, 
Technology  

DS/DP Site Change 
New Material, 

Technology, multiple 
changes 

New Material, 

Technology, multiple 
changes 

Process/ Engineering 
Fit Risk Assessment 

Meets 
criteria 

Minor 
Changes 

Major  Changes Meets  criteria Major  Changes Major Changes 

CPPs/WC-CPPs 
Parameters 
unchanged 

Minor 
change 

New Design Space 
Parameters 
Unchanged 

New Design Space 
New Design Space 

OUTPUTS 

Acceptable  for  next 
step 

Meets 
Criteria 

Meets 
Criteria 

Meets    Criteria Meets Criteria 
Does Not Meet 

Criteria 
Does Not Meet 

Criteria 

# Unit Ops Impacted Single Single Single Multiple Multiple Multiple 

Meets Lot release 

criteria and in process 
criteria 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Some IPC criteria  

require  minor 
modification 

Extended 
Comparability 

Required 
No No 

Yes, selected testing . 
Results meet criteria 

Yes, full testing, 
Results meet criteria 

Yes,, full extended 
testing, Results meet 

criteria 

Yes,, full extended 
testing, some minor 
differences observed 

Additional drug 
substance stability 

 

NA NA Yes/ (annual lot) Yes/ (annual lot) Yes, data provided 

 

Yes, data provided 

Additional drug 
product stability 

 

NA NA 
Yes,  for  DP changes 

only, annual lots 
Yes, for  DP changes 

only, annual lots 
Yes, DP changes 

only 
Yes, DP changes 

primarily 

Supportive 
Clinical/Non-clinical 

No No No No No 
Maybe 

Example Agency 
Reporting Category 

) 

Reported in Annual 
Update 

Reported prior to implementation,  
no  approval required 

Reported prior to 
implementation , 
expedited review 

timeframe 

Reported prior to 
implementation,  
routine review 

timeframe 

 

If lot release tests fail, need for 

non-clinical, clinical data 

increases 

“Extended testing” includes 

agreed upon tests beyond lot 

release that assure CQA 

consistency, including 

assurance of viral clearance.  

Stability data would include  

accelerated & real time data 

Depends on results of 

comparability exercise 

Categorization based on what 

we feel is justified by risk and 

knowledge. Suitable reporting 

categories may not now be 

available in all regions.  


